Can not use TAB on login screen to switch fields

01/16/2019 10:44 PM - scootergrisen

Seems i can not use TAB to swift from username field to password field on the login screen. I can use enter to switch.

If the cursor is in the password how to i swift back to the username if lets say i entered an incorrect username? Press enter it seems.

I guess i am more used to using tab to switching between field and enter to login.

---

History

#1 - 01/24/2019 12:57 PM - ericbsd
I think it is an issue related to Slim itself if we can have lightdm to work that will solve a lot of problems.

#2 - 02/04/2019 11:13 PM - ericbsd
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Target version changed from GhostBSD 18.12 to 9

Slim will be replaced by Lightdm in the next release.

#3 - 04/03/2019 09:16 PM - ericbsd
- Target version changed from 9 to GhostBSD 19.04